Educattion researches in surveying researches of qualifying type are generally exposed to Nominal or Ordinal classified levels. In ordinal level in opinion polling papers, most researchers deal with choices such as very good (very much), good (much), OK (to some extent), poor (little), very poor (very little) and so on. Researchers are forced to analyze the data in order to correspond them to quantity. For this action, the 5-level Likert spectrum (American Sociologist) is used and correspond them to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 with equal distances of same value, so it used non-parameter tests because of non-parameter data. Since the respondents' view was considered as a kind of show-off, it's obvious that, first, that is a difference between beliefs and views which lead to difficulty in analysis. Second, these is a kind of ambiguity and overlapping in the vicinity of the border of choices that can lead to error in deviation, variance, and test use. This problem also increases the analysis problem and reduces the precision. In this paper, the purpose of writer is to have a fuzzy approach to Likert spectrum and use the fuzzy model for research analysis.
Introduction
Humanities researchers especially education ones in field researches of surveying research are exposed to 4-level scale called Stevens (American Psychologist). These scales are:
Nominal, Ordinal, Interval and Ration. In this paper, classified data especially ordinal ones are investigated. For corresponding the characteristics of variables from quality to quantity, in other words changing the opinion polling choices for measurement and analysis, different spectrums are suggested including the American's Thurstone scale or spectrum which is applied for qualitative categories. It includes 11 equal trends. Later another American sociologist called Likert reduced the bulk of spectrum into 5 trends with equal characteristics for convenience (Taleghani, 2002) . Most researchers deal with choices such as very good (very much), good (much), OK (to some extent), poor (little), very poor (very little) in ordinal scale in opinion polling. To analyze the data, researchers are forced to correspond them to quantified form. For this action, mostly 5-level Likert (American sociologist) is used and they correspond them to numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 with equal distances of same value, then because of non-parameter data, they are forced to use non-parameter tests. Since the respondents' view is considered as a show-off, It's obvious that: first, there is a difference in respondents' beliefs and ideas which leads to difficulty in analysis. Second, there is a type of ambiguity and overlap in which can lead to error in deviation, variance, and test use. This also increases the analysis difficulties and decreases the precision. In this paper, the purpose of writer is to investigate 5-level Likert spectrum, in which there is a kind of ambiguity and overlap, from fuzzy view and represent a fuzzy model relying on Likert spectrum for analyzing categories or qualitative characteristics.
Important Definitions:
A. Nominal Scale: This is the most primitive scale. It just determines the levels (Delavar, 2006) . In fact, it's a type of coding scale as Nominal code, sex, martial status, birth place. The number that function gives to each member determines the membership degree of that member in collection. If the membership degree of an element in a collection equals zero, that member is completely out of collection, and if the membership degree of an element equals 1, that member is completely in that collection. We can conclude that classic collection of a fuzzy collection means subset of a fuzzy collection, but if the membership degree of an element is between 1 and zero, that number shows the gradual membership rate.
Conceptually, each collection with a degree can interferentially be located in another collection. For example, we can consider age as the lingual variable of youth characteristics with regard to the selection of membership function such as Gavsian, the middle-age characteristics can be located in youth characteristics with a low membership degree and -old-age characteristics appears in youth characteristics with less membership degree. 1. In Fuzzy collection theory, membership function is applied.
The partnership with its complement is not empty (Rejecting law «the law of excluded middle»).
3. The congregation of collection with its complement doesn't equal with a whole collection. Rejecting the absence of contradiction rule.
L. Historical investigation of Fuzzy reflection.
At first, new geometry was represented through rejecting the Euclid parallelism.
New algebra also appeared through rejecting the replacing rule in multiplication. In a parallel way, new logic which is famous as multiple logic, at first, appeared through rejecting the Aristotle's middle rejection. Based on this rule, the disjunction proposition is a logical union. In other words, Aristotle's logic is whether correct or incorrect and we don't have anything in the middle for its correctness. In Aristotle's logic, each premise includes just one of these two forms, i.e. correct or incorrect.
From this perspective, this logic is famous as two-value logic. In 1921, J. As we can't infer from the chart, the researchers use Likert spectrum for chart analysis.
Because of this reason, they specify choice very good to number 5, good to 4, OK to 3, and poor and very poor to 2, 1, respectively. There are two important and reflective points in opinion polling paper.
A. The distance between choices in Likert spectrum is equal; while, there is ambiguity in view in which some types of respondents' show-off, it's possible not to have equal values between a respondent's choice good and another's choice.
B. There is also ambiguity between the border of choices and this may lead to disorder in analysis and this itself expresses Fuzzy matters in this spectrum.
It's worthy to note that researchers are gradually applying the fuzzy approach, a good example is the analysis of a research done by ( Chavoshian and Sotoudeh, 2006) in leveling occupation for nominal data.
If we describe the choices in Likert levels as too little, little, OK, much, too much in the above-mentioned example, the division will be in the following form:
The calculated average equals 2.7. It means:
As you can see, this division is invalid around the borders. But if this division is done by Fuzzy collections, then we won't have border problem, and an idea can be both in very low level and in low level but with different membership like the following figure (Machaichi, 2000 
